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Clinical & Exam Room Solutions

Advancing 
the quality of your 
clinical care.
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Making a di�erence by design

Relentlessly adding value to
your clinical care. 
We understand that today’s healthcare reality presents
a host of challenges to your clinical, �nancial and
operational success. That’s why we work closely with
medical professionals to develop the clinical and exam
room advancements that matter.
BREWER – Clinical & Exam Room Solutions’

Rede�ning patient & sta� safety.
Our solutions set the standards for safe, 
con�dent handling of even your most 
problematic patients, including elderly, 
limited mobility, and bariatric populations. 
At the same time, they minimize caregiver 
handling, safeguarding the health of your 
sta� and your bottom line.

Improving your competitive position.
Innovative designs and capabilities enable
you to see the broadest possible range
of patients and provide a wider range of
services. They also help preserve patient
dignity and enhance patient satisfaction –
from the exam room to the procedure suite.
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Optimizing your return on investment.
At Brewer, expert ergonomic design, quality materials and 
made-in-USA craftsmanship come together to create lasting 
values. It’s most evident in our major breakthroughs, like
the FLEX™ Access High-Low Exam Table that puts power
table performance within virtually any practice’s economic 
reach. But you’ll also see it in the details like easy-to-clean
surfaces to expedite infection control and industry-leading 
warranties for greater peace of mind.
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Doing more to safeguard your patients & your practice

Leading the way in safety.
Patient handling can be a risky proposition 
for patients and sta�. That’s why Brewer is 
proud to take the lead in introducing the 
advancements that help assure patient 
and sta� safety throughout so many 
exam and procedure environments.

More con�dent patient transfers
Only Brewer o�ers a power exam 
table that allows the seat back 
to be raised in the chair position 
when at its lowest seat height. 
The upright seat back, combined 
with safety grab bars – standard, 
provides three points of contact 
during wheelchair transfers.
This unique capability
helps assure more con�dent
patient transfers, enhances
patient independence,
and minimizes
physical demands
on caregivers.
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6801

Access® High-Low
Exam Table 700
Meet a wider range of patient 
needs with an industry-best 
700 lb. (317 kg) weight 
capacity. Includes unmatched 
storage capacity and swing out 
patient safety grab bars 
standard. 

Models
6800* - Access High-Low 700
with power back 
6801 - Access High-Low 700 with 
power back, pelvic tilt and
front drawer heater. 

Access® High-Low
Exam Table
A choice of pneumatic or power back models
enables you to select the design that best suits
your practice needs. Includes unmatched
storage capacity and swing-out patient safety
grab bars standard. 

Models
6000* - Access High-Low with pneumatic back 
6001 - Access High-Low with pneumatic back, pelvic tilt, and
front drawer heater 
6500* - Access High-Low with power back 
6501 - Access High-Low with power back, pelvic tilt, front
drawer heater and outlet
* This model is also available in 230 Volt.

Power Exam Tables

Advancing patient & sta� safety.
Brewer Access® High-Low Exam Tables set the standard for safe patient handling. Our 18” (45.7 cm) pro�le in 
the seated position o�ers level transfers from wheelchairs while the rotating safety grab bars and upright seat 
back enable more con�dent transfers, with less caregiver interaction. Brewer’s exclusive SafeGlide™ 
leg extension allows caregivers to slide the heavy-duty extension in and out with minimal e�ort.
Seat height ranges from 18”-37” (45.7 cm-94 cm) accommodate various examination needs, while our 
innovative pass-through drawers and work surface give you the �exibility to make the most of compact exam 
room footprints. 
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Accessories 
(All Access High-Low Exam Tables)
99505 - Stainless steel treatment pan 
99502 - One universal socket clamp 
99504 - Deluxe articulating knee crutches** 
100253 - Urology drain pan system 
100407 - Front drawer dividers 
100540 - Two support adapters for knee crutches -
(factory installed)
100550 - Two support adapters for knee crutches -
(�eld installed)
102031 - Brewer Welch Allyn® Exam Light
IV bracket - (factory installed)
102032 - Brewer Welch Allyn® Exam Light
IV bracket - (�eld installed)
101800 - Electrical outlet (6001 only) -
plant-installed - must order w/table
**Needs two orders of #99502 and one order of 
either
#100540 or #100550
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